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INTRODUCTION 
Let GF(g) be a finite field of q =pfelements and generated by an element x of 
degreefover thep-element field ZP. We consider the quotient of the polynomial 
ring GF(q)[x] and the principal ideal generated by the polynomial a(x). 
In [2] Claasen derived the structure of the group of units, notation H(a), of 
this ring. In this paper we give a short proof of his result. Let 
a(x)=(a,(x)}“~~{a~(X))“2 --. {Q,(X))“~ 
be a factorization into irreducible polynomials a,(x) of degree d,. We have the 
well-known canonical isomorphism 
GF(q)[x]/(a)~GF(q)[x]/(a,“l)OGF(q)[x]/(a,”2)O . . . @GF(q)[x]/(a,“e). 
For the group of units we have the direct product decomposition 
H(a)~:(a’n’)xW(a~n2)x .I. xf&zenq. 
If n, = 1, then H(a,) is the cyclic group of order qd$ - 1 of the finite field GF(qds). 
If n, z=+ 1, then the structure of the group H(a,“s) is more complicated. 
STRUCTURE OF THE GROUP OF UNITS 
We thus consider the ring 
S = c;F(q)WW) (n I=- I), 
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where the irreducible polynomial g(x) is given by 
g(x)=xd+j?d-,Xd-* +pd-2ti-2+ . ..+plx+flo. &EGF(q). 
The finite ring S has q6” elements and is generated over GF(q) by the elements b 
and z satisfying 
z=bd+j?d-Ibd-l+ . ..+&b+&. 
zn=O. 
Let I be the smallest natural number such that q’zn, then the element 
b&q 
satisfies the relation 
Ud+&lUd-l + . ..+p.u+p,=o. 
The subring L = GF(q)(u) is a finite field with qn elements. The subring 
L(z)={a~+a~z+a2z2+ . ..+a.-,?-I lzn=o, &EL} 
contains qdn elements, which equals the number of elements of S, hence 
S=L(z), zn=O. 
Every unit of S may now be written as 
@(I +a,z+a2z2+ . ..+jln-]Zn-‘). @#O, @J;EL, 
hence the group H(gn) of units of the ring S may be written as the direct product 
m!“) = 4g”) x m?h 
where B(g”) is the group of units of the finite field L. So B(g”) is cyclic of order 
qd-1. 
The group A(gn) is of order qd(n-l) and given by 
A(g”)=~1+illz+ilzz2_(_...+~n-1Zn-’/AjEL). 
In order to decompose this abelian group into cyclic subgroups we proceed as 
follows. 
The fd = m products xru’ form a basis ul, v2, , . . , v, of the finite field L over 
the prime field ZP :
L=ZPvl+ZPv2+...+ZPv,, m=df,pp”=qd. 
We consider a unit of the form 
1 +&Zk+ak+lZk+‘+ *.. +anplzn-l (a&O). 
We write 
k=jM,p-fj), &=yPS (YELL 
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where the unique element y may be written as 
y=ajol+ct2v2+...+amv, (w&J. 
We now have the following fundamental calculation: 
(l+~/Jk+jl~+~zk+l + .-.+iln-*Zn-l)(l +UIZya+ . . . (1 +v,Zj)-a~fpS= 
(1 +yPSZk+&+,Zk+l + . . . +&-]Z”-‘)(l + UfSlk)-al .*. (1 + U;5Zk)-“m= 
lf(y~S-alU~S-a~u~S-...-a~v~~)zk4~~+1zk+*+...+~~~Izn~‘= 
1+(y-alol-~~u~-....-aa,v,)~SZk+~~,Izk+1+...+~fi_Izn-1= 
1 +A’ k-t-12 --a k+l+ +A;-$“- with new coefficients &+ ], . . . , ;1:- I EL. 
Hence on multiplying with elements of the form’ 
(1 + ujZj)-aiJ, ~‘lj, aij~ {0,1,2,3,...}, 
we may cancel 2, z2, . . . , z”-’ until we arrive at 1, which proves that every 
element of A(g”) may be written as 
1 +A[Z+&z2+ . . . +~,-lz"-l = i'i nfi'(l -qzj)%. 
i=* j=* 
pfj 
The cyclic group 
ACLd(g~) = ( 1 + oizj) 
has order psi, where $ is the smallest natural number for which j.pej2 II. 





The direct product group 
has order 
hence the direct product is equal to the group A(&‘): 




I In [2] the notation u’z~=o’~~ IS used, i.e. u,z~=~u~z’=x~~‘~~. 
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Denoting the cyclic group of order r by C(r) we have the final result of Claasen 
PI : 
H(g”) FE C(qd - 1) xA(g”) 
A(gn) ~ yj’ (CQP;) x C”“:’ x . .- x CtjfJ), , 
j=l 
PU 
m = df factors 
REMARK. This result is a (difficult to derive) special case of Theorems 2 and 3 
of [l]. 
EXAMPLE 1. We take 
S = &[x]/(x5) = Z,(z) with zs = 0, 
hence 
H(xS)= {@(l +~~z+~~z2-t~~z3+~~z4~@#0; e,A;Eq} = 
=z;x(1+z>x(1+2~>x(1+z4>= 
s C(2) x C(9) x C(3) x C(3). 





With b2 = u, we have u2 + u + 1= 0, hence 
L = Z,(u) = GF(4); u1 = 1, u2 = u, 
so 
S=L(z)={il,+A,z~z2=0, A;EL}. 
Finally it follows for the group of units: 
H{(x2+x+ 1)2) = {@(l +/Z,z)l@#o; @,A, EL) = 
=L*x(l+z)x(l+Uz)= 
z C(3) x C(2) x C(2). 
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